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ing a faster rise in wage? tlun in productivity
with its consequence of rising prices And once
a wage price spinl has started the problems
become more acute because unions and employer^
become accustomed to substantial annual ad
vances in money wages A mam source of con
tmumfe price inflation has been tl e tendency of
money wages to continue to advance at i rate that
was ippropriate when the cost of living was going
up sharply but ceased to be appropn ite in later
years
The Stopping o£ Price Inflation
There are several possible methods of attack on
the inflationary spiral of wages and prices Per
haps the most fundamental and certainly the
most helpful to other objectives of economic
policy ib to achieve a faster rate of productivity
growth The faster the growth of average pro
ductivity the faster can average incomes rise
without an increase m average prices But if
wages and other incomes rise more rapidly than
productivity it will be difficult to maintain price
stability
Comprehensive and detailed Government con
trol of wages must probablv be ruled out for
political and institutional reasons and so must
comprehansive and detailed control of prices
Either would involve a much more controlled
economy than we have at present and experience
suggests that such detailed control would involve
a major loss of flexibility in the economy At the
other extreme general exhortations to unions to
exercise restraint on wages and to manufacturers
to exercise restraint on prices have probably had
little effect
Various intermediate hues of approach have
been or could be tried In 1948-50 the Govern
ment secured the co operation of the T TJ C in the
wages freeze For a time this was successful
but the increases in prices which followed the
devaluation in 1949 made substantial increases in
wages unavoidable and the freeze was abandoned
By setting an example m the nationalised Indus
tries over which it has a more direct influence
the Government can encourage employers to take
a tougher attitude towards wage claims This
was one strand of policy in the later 1950s Its
disadvantage is the obvious unfairness of a policy
which is most likely to be effective in nationalised
industries many of -whose workers are relatively
badly paid Another approach is to lower tariffs
or remove quotas on imports thus exposing some
manufacturers at home to tougher competition
from abroad Manufacturers would be less able
to raise prices without losing markets and unions
would be less willing to press wage claims if there
was a real danger that some of their members
would lose their jobs as a consequence But the
gains from a policy which depends for its success
on higher imports have to be weighed against its
effects on the balance of payments Or again
many prices in the economy are directly influenced
by Government indirect taxation which raises the
price of some goods and Government subsidies
which lower the prices of other goods By
manipulating its tax and subsidy policies the
Government can exercise a powerful influence on
the price level though of course any reduction
in indirect taxation or increase hi subsidies would
probably have to be financed by increases in
direct taxation which may m turn have undesir
able effects on incentives to harder work and
greater effort
More indirectly the Government can attempt
to control the wage price spiral by controlling
purchasing power through its monetary and fiscal
policies If purchasing power is curbed manu
racturers find it more difficult to raise prices and
the bargaining power of unions may be reduced
In the 1950s the Government rehed heavily on
fiscal and more especially monetary policies the
nature of which will be examined in later sections
The main danger is that curbing purchasing power
is likely to curb the rise in output and productivity
60 that attempts to control the wage price spiral
in this way could result in the stagnation of the
economy Furthermore there is & danger that
some wage increases will continue in periods of
stagnation so that inflation cannot be entirely
avoided
It Is clear that there is no easy solution—there
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ire difficulties and disadvantages attaching to
e-verj possible measure for coni.rollmg price m
nation In Part I\ we shall difecuss the solution5-
v hich have been attempted in the 19dOs
4  MONE*   BANKING   AND FINA'STCE
The Radeuffe Report
In September 19i7 the Chincellor set up the
Paclcliffe Commutee to report on the workuu, of
Biitains monetary institutions The report of
the committee published in IQoQ contains a dt
tilled description of i.he monetary institutions of
this country and a systematic appr u=.il of mone
tarv policies in the lOWo It is complicated
because the monet iry system i« complicated but
it i-, written in terms whLh can be under-stood bv
the layman Anv reider who rinds the following
account inadequate should consult it
Money
In Britain money coiiw=ts of bank notes coin
age and banks debt Bank notes—mamlv in
denominations of £10 £5 and £1—are i&sued by
the Bank of England which has been publicly
owned since 1946 and which acts in effect as an
agent of the Government "We shall see below
(G21(l)) how commercial banks can also create
money
The total size of the bank note issue is not a
good guide to the amount of purclrvanj, power in
the economy The Bank of England stated in its.
evidence to the Badcliffe Committee that it was
now its policy to issue bank notes in accordance
with the convenience of the public and not to use
this means of controlling the amount of purchasing
power As a result the various checks on the
size of the note issue—in particular the Parha
mentary control over the fiduciary issue t e the
permitted maximum level of the note issue—have
become functionless and may be ignored An
increase in the value of the note issue is now only
a symptom and not a cause of inflation
Determination of Income and Employment
"What matters is the amount of purchisine
power available to the public Most private ex
penditure is financed out of income—after paying
taxes—and most government e-spenditure out of
taxes but most investment public and private
and a growing amount of purchases of durable
goods by consumers is not financed out of income
but out of borrowing of one land or another
And the primary purpose of monetary policy must
be to keep the total of this kind of expenditure
out of credit m line with the amount of sa-vmgs
private individuals and profit rnaldng companies
are prepared to make out of their incomes Por
if such investment expenditure exceeds the
amount which the community wishes to save out
of its current level of income it means that the
total demand for goods and services exceeds total
current output If output cannot be increased
because men and machines are already fully
employed prices and wages and also imports are
forced up in response to the demand If on the
other nand investment expenditure falls short of
saving out of full employment income production
and employment are reduced below the full em
ployment level
There is no automatic mechanism m our eco
nomic system which ensures full employment of
resources and it is the task of Government to
balance savings and investment at the right level
of employment This important fact was first
established by the great economist J M (later
Lord) Keynes Prior to the Great Depression
economists believed that any divergence from full
employment was a temporary phenomenon which
would right itself However m the 1930s Keynes
produced a new explanation of how income and
employment are determined and so brought
about what has come to be known as the
Kemeswm Renolwtion in economics
Government Control of Income and Employment
The Government can control the level of income
and employment in various ways Trrst m
many fields the Government has only very
restricted powers to influence behaviour It

